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1. Introduction

Observations and measurements ou the combustion of vortex rin,

formed of an approximately jtoichiometric mixture of propane and air have

been carried out and reported on l,2,. The vortex rings were formed con-

ventionali1 by applying a oressure pulse upstream of a circular orifice.

From 3 cm. to 7 cm. diameter orifices were used and the initial vortex

rings would have roughly the same diameters (2R).

Ideally the vortex rings have a finite core of rotational fluid,

surrounded by an irrotational vortex flow field in which the tanRential

velocity falls off as ., where r is the radial distance from the core
r

center. If a is the initial core zadius, then L< R
If is the impulse of the pressure then following von

Karman, the initial vortex strength is given by

where (D is the fluid density. Using Lamb's non-viscous analysis,

the initial forward velocity of the vortex ring (with respect to the svr-

rounding fluid) is Riven by the relation

P� �iere is viscous aetion between the vortex core and the surrounding

(i) a increases with tii. (or distance frci the orifice)

(ii) Kand v decrease with time.

Continuum fluid dynamics cin- tell us nothing about the structure of

the vortex core, nor about its size. A basic kinetic theory for the fluid

in a vortex core must be resorted to. Section 2 of this report will con-

sider this aspect further. Such a theory is required before a satisfactory

theory of flame propagation through a vortex core can be developed.

It is appropriate at this stape to summarize the observations and
results obtained from experitents made on the combustion of pre-mLxed

vortex rings.
%2
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(1) the flame propagated symmetrically from the ignition region round;

the vortex rinp. (or torus) till the two flame fronts met on the far side

of the ring.

(ii) although some expansion had occurred, visual observation showed that

the ring was still intact when the flame fronts ivet.

Fig. 1 shows a photograph of a burning vortex ring.

(iii) High speed movie Schlieren photographs confirmed the ordinary

photographic evidence (Schlieren is sensitive to heat output) that the

ring was still intact when the two flame fronts m..t. There is an indica-

tion that the advancing leadinp edes of the 'heat fronts' are pointed

rather than flat. This would support the concept of a central highly

heat conductive core.

(iv) a mean flame propagation speed was arrived at by measuring the

time taken for the flame fronts to traverse (half) the ring. Knowing

the approximate circumference of the rinp, the mean s,)eed was computed.

Fig. 2 shows a graph of flame speed versus vortex strength for the

7 cm. orifice. Speeds of up to 1350 cm/sec. for the propane/air mixture
and up to about 1550 cm/sec. for the propane/oxygen, were measured.

For a propane/air mixture the flame termperature is about 2260°K
and for a constant pressure spherically expanding, flame the measured

velocity of flame propagation in a quiescent mixture would be about 30.
.2260.t--O• =220 cm/sec. The turbulent flame speed is at most ibout twice
this that is, about 400 cm/sec, "

The fluid flow L., a vortex core is well-ordered - at least in a

macroscopic sense - and there is no axial convection round the torus under

normal conditions.

It therefore anppers that flame speeds in a vortex core are enhanced

with respect to that in a quiescent mixture by a factor of about five.

The remainder of this report will deal with preliminary considera-

tions of mechanisms which could be responsible for enhanced flame speeds

in vortex cores.

: ,
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The structure of the vortex core - in so far as rolecular kintotics
will determine reaction kinetics and transport processes - is a matter of
basic concern with respect to flame propagation therein. The next section
will deal with a new postulate which the principal Investigator has form-
ulated. This will require experiments. vertis;cation and so must be re-
garded as tentative at present.

H.o

i:,
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2. Stru.cture of tl- 'Vortex Core

It has beer: oenerally assumed that the velocity profile in the

vortex core is linear - characteristic of solid - body rotation. The

core is thus a shear free region. But this leads to a velocity dis-

continuity betwet.. che core and th• surrounding irrotational region.

There must be a shear layer (or boundary layer) between the two regions.

Thus on a macroscopic scale the core structure is ': shown in Fig. 3.

The inner rotational core is foxred initially at the orifice

by the pressure pulse. Through viscous i~v-atimis with the surround-

ing gas the shear, or bounaary layer is formLed, mnd increases in extent

with time.

it is thus pertinent to considr the inner rotational core. If

it rotates with an angular velocity W then this is called the vortex

wh~ere is the macroscopic translational velocity.

The Internal thermodvnamic cnerpy, E, of the vortex core is a

Rood phyaical variable. But j curl v corresponds to a uniform rotation

of the molecular mass centers (for polyatomic molicules) and E is not

Swit respect to such a rotation. If Il is the molecular

spin angular velocity, it is only when ( - that R is

independent of curl v and so can be good physic.•l variable. In fact

unless this is so, the core could not be in equilibrium and toropke

vust be present in the system. Tf the z-cotrmonents of anS andJ

are different say, then the torque would have a moment proportional to

It is interesting to note that Fetter has shown that a planar

lattice array of point vortexes each of strength K , confined to a

circular region, trust have a definite angular velocity for self-consis-

tency. In the continuum limit of number density n, this angular
velccity is given by the relation

-.-. U
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where K is the point vortex strength. If these are identified as nole-

cules, each with effective radius r and spin angular velocity it
then (.JIVfL-----S

.T[ TVf rerresents tn efrýztive rvolec a-: cross-sectional area

per unit area (for a vlanar system). '.is is probably a more realistic
condition for a stable vortex core than that arrived at by thermodynamic

considerations alone ( --- _f. ). Thus, if a vortex core is
to be inherently stable, týhe molecules of which it is formed must be in

states of non-zero angular momentum.

It is postulated that this rotational excitation occurs in wall

collisions (non-specular) as ý,as molecules pass through the orifice. It

Las been shown theoreticall. that a finite percentase of diatomic mole-I'
cules in a beam. colliding with a solid surface, are excited into the second,

or third, rotational enerqy states. The pressure pulse used to form the

vortex could nossibly

(a) increase this percentage greatly by 3upplyinq the extra energy

required

(b) cause the excited molecules to form a 'clump', or rotational

core in space.

The major objection to this postulate is that rotational relaxation times

are of che order of 10-8 second. And vortex life-times are of the order
of a le st 0-2

of at least 1 second. But in a volume element of a gas containing only

rotating molecules - all in the same excited state - the relaxation cime

would be effectively infinite. Only the peripheral gas molecules would

experience raf a attenuation of their rotational energy throu.h interaction

with the surroundii, 'irrotational gas' molecules.

The pas in the vortex core would have bulk viscosity and so energy

dissipation within the core would only occur in the presence of pressure

fluctuations.

pJ
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Molecular Orientation due to Rotation-induced Dipole Moments

Molecular rotation can endow a non-polar molecule with

(a) an electric dipole moment due to centrifu:;,rl distortion of the

molecule.

(b) a magnetic dipole moment due to asymmetry in the electronic change

distribution in the molecule.

In both cases, if the dipoles are aligned and each of strength •4t

then the interaction potential is given by

Even for a polyatomic molecule such as propane, unless the rotational

quantum number (J) is quite high, the distortion of the molecule is small

and so ,4X is sma.!.

If L is the rotational angular momentum, then the mag-

netic dipole moment is

/A.

where is the. nuclear rotational gyromagnetic ratio.

This can be written classically as

where es is the charge on the 74 nucleus

r$ " " position vector of t

V instantaneous velocity

Fer example, i.f there were N nuclei of the same mass m and charge e

then___

Q N
:- -C4A 5 ( YF

- -, -- '-4 - -4 ~ - -" A-
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where is the rotational angular momentum of the molecule. Even for

the maximum possible t values, /4J value of less than 1 Bohr

magneton are predicted.

Thus dipole-dipole interactions in a gas of rotating molecules will

be weak, but tbey are long range and

(a) can reduce, or even eliminate,. hard core interaction so that the soft-
ootential co.:tribution to the transport properties predominate. In
fact one w:,.lJ expect anomalously low shear viscosity and thermal

31

conductivity.

can cause the mzlecules to or4ent due to alignment of the axes of

rotation. This should result in the gas in a vortex core being

optically anisotropic and it chould be possible to design an experi-

ment to verify this. The molecular motion in a gaseous vortex core

would be correlated in this sense - that is, angular correlation.
Core Size

An estimate of Zhe lowest value feasible for the core diameter can

be arrived aZ by the following arguement, To cause an overall enhanced

burning velocity the core region should have a lateral extent which is at

least of the order of magnitude of the flame preheat zone thickness. And

for propane/air, this is about 0.1 cm. The observed initial core diameter

(for the 7 cm. orifice) was about 0.5 cma., and so the shear-region must be

the larger in size, even close to the orifice.

It is inter~sting to note that the smallest ener.jy containing centered

eddies in turbulent flows have a reciprocal wave number (size) of about

.07 cma.

Ona must be careful to differentiate between a turbulent flame, in

which a flame propagates through a system containinP a random assembly of
eddies, and the vortex ring flame in which flame prcpagation through a single

'y" in effect, is being observed.

To establish the stability and properties of a vortex core (thermo-

dynamic and transport) which would follow from the core structure proposed

here, will require extensive theoretical analysis. Detailed and critical
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experimnentation will be required to substantiate these predictifts. To

the meantima, the question of flame propagation In such avortex core has

been considered. Somes possible miechanismts of propagation will be outlinid
in the following Sections.

tIn
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3. Constant_,,,, Volume_ ,.ressur W_ v. e,, ,,,

If combustion occurred at constant volume, then asithe bur-

ing vortex core is effectively a rotating heat source, ,a propagating

pressure wave could arise at the flame front and ebuld result in Ma in-

crease in flame speed.

:Followin, the .analysis. of the pressure waves generated by
6 . I I I'msuch a source . it turns out that a wave cna only propasate if the core

rotational frequency ( Cj* , 4 ) is larger than thi natural freqency ,

of transverse vibration of the column 9f gas of radis a (the initial

vortex core radius in: this case). Thelatter frequency was dedpced to be

given by the relation.

/'AOVt. MA'

. where i, is the speed of sound in'the burned gab.

"is the uth smallest root bf the equation, -A

For the gas column of'radius 0.1'cm. fthe. initial core radius), (Ay 2

St O'~ rad inns/sec. Using an average vortex strength of 3,0(cm. /see.
5sec leads to a value for ( 0 of about 10 radians/sec. It

appears that this criterion for pressure propagation could be met only by

postulating$

(i) unroalisticallý high vortex st.ringth and/or
.(ii) a much.amaller core size (and then the problem of ignition

would arise).

The analysis also predicts that the amplitude rak.io of the,

"wave .p is proportional to the value of --

ar.d so would increase linearly with vortex strenfth. The flade speed
ratio, J••will be proportional to / and so

should increase linearly with vortex-strength - as indeed has been
" established (see Pi;,.L

--Ii
~4j I!



wouldFinally, there is no real reason to drop the constant pressuro

com~bustion condition.
In view of these various adverse factors, it is doubtful if

this mec~hanism cant'e taken as operative in vortex core combustion.

r I -,
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4. Internal Convection M!echanism

Daniell7 in 1930 demonstrated that essenktally the laminar

burning velocity was proportional to

(1) the square root of the reaction rate.

(ii) the square root of the ratio of the thermal conductivity

to the specific heat at constant pressure. In fact,

where A is the reaction rate

( is the thermal conductivity of the combustible mixture

CP is the specific heat of the mixture"\

No? is the density ",

where /A& is the shear viscoetty of the gas

• is the bulk viscosity of the gas

Thus represents the effective viscosity of the pas, or the
molecular interaction.. As postulated in Section 2, there is no shear vis-

cosity in the core ges and so

A- .
Ct 4

in the core. If ce is reasonably constant, then this implies that the

coefficient of heat conduction for core gas is very low. A reductio_ n In
flame speed would therefore be expected from this. It is possible, however,

that beat transport in a vortex core could be effected by a mechanism known

as Internal Convection. The hiph heat conduction in liquid helium has been

attributed to this mechanism8 .

- I
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Derivation of Spin-Ways Equation

A wave motion in a gas (apart from the normal pressure, or sound$
wave) becomes possible if the molecules are endowed with magnetic moments
associated with internal angular momentum or spin. Spin 'signals' can
then be propagated through the gas from one part to another. The relevant
wave equation will now be derived.

The molecules will orient or line-up in the presence of dipole-
dipole interactions and if A. is the molecular magnetic
moment and.. n the nueber density the macroscopic magnetizition is given
by

where is the gyromagnetic ratio

is the rotational momentum

implies the ensemble average.A disturbance, such as a sudden rise in temperature (as in ignition) will
destroy this mg ization and lead to a diffusion of spins.

is the flux of magnetizationif 1 
-n<Ai#C is the mean molecular speed) then M and satisfy thefollowing equations of chanpe. 9

+ 
T

It can be shown that if the distribution function is taken in
the form
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that to this first order of approximation the collision, or source, terms

in equation. (14) and (15) are given by

- 'At

"where is the deviation of the ma.netization from its
stationery vMlue.

and

where are relaxation times

W

ipisa square-bracket 'ntagral. If

Sis independent of then reduces to the s9in relaxation

time defined as

whereis the dimensionless ang~ular momentum
Sis the moment of inertia of the molecule.

Sis the number of deprees of rotational freedom.

If there is no streaming motion then 0 an fro the be
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equations result the following coupled differential equations

where 1 -

-A~

If the inertial term is inored in eq.(21) then one gets the constitutive

relation

o-T" VA --- J+-Z )or
Equation (24) relates the spin flux to the gradient of spin, or magnetization#

deviation. Using this in equation (21) gives the equation

Thus Ii s identified as"Nhe coefficient of spin diffusion

is the siin relaxation time. But this is a parabolic

equation which describes a 'collective' motion of the medium which tends
to 'smooth out' irregularities of the spin deviations. This equation would

imply that a deficit of magnetization in one region stimulates an imm.diate

response through the system.

-. One can obtain uncoupled partial differential equations for

and from equations (&I) and (22) by differentiating (21)

with respect to time and eliminatinS / and from the result-

ing equations by the use of equations (21) and (22). This results in the

telegrapher's equation

which implies that the spin deviations propagate in a wave-like way with a

I;' fI



fi.nite velocity of propagation and are confined to a characteristic signal
cone#

The coefficient (ASp4Dg has the dimensions of velocity

squared. This the wave-velocity, o where

For normal temperatures this predicts a value for -C in the region of

10 cm/sec. Normally CJ°•\X >•m--t and so the de.ing, coefficient in

equation (26) is just or %.As is~P8 -
about 10 sac the damping would be far too great to allow propagation

of the wave. But accepting that the spitn relaxation time (decay time would

be more accurate) in a vortex core is much larger than in normal gas. the

damping becomes negligible and to a first approximation can be ignored.

Equation (26) then becomes a pure wave equation. The boundary, or initial

conditions are:

M x o,± d
The step change in the snin at the ipnition point will propagate at

about 10 cms/sec throuph the core.

In effect there are two kinds of fluid present in the vortex core:

(i) the rotational, or gyroscopic fluid, which has low velocity and

molecules with extra spin. It could be called a superfluid.

(ii) the normal fluid - which is created ,hen the temerature rises.

It has normal viscosity and normtal spin.

There is no net nass flux and so

The heat current is carried by the normal fluid and for a one dimensional

system the heat flux is given by

where S ~ eS Tvr,.
where S is the cntro'ny ner unit mass. It has been shown that

and as
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It is this concept of 2 fluid conm.enents which is the basis for the in-

ternal convection of heat. The differential equation for internal con-

vection iý as follows:

iSý, 8e "kOLV r -'

where is the viscosity of the normalifluid. Por stationaryj
heat trans er,

where .•

is a coefficient characteristic of heat transfer by internal convection.

It is analogous to the normal coefficient of heat conductivity.

Using typical values of

S 1.0 cal/ wq

1 micropoise

300°K

gives a value of

This compares with a thermal conductivity of about f0" for a normal gas, ,

and so an enormous increase in the catnncity to c rnduct heat is indicated.

This estimate is mrobably excessively high due to the ideal

fluid rodel used. But it does indicate that the process of internal con-

vection in vortex cores could easily produce thermal conductivities such

that flame speeds as high as those observed would be feasible (a 25-fold

increase in heat conduction would be quite sufficient).

I2.
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5. Effect of Molecular Rotation on the Chemical Reacti Rkite..
Al

The collision of reactant molecules can produce products

only if the energy of the reactants (that is, their relative kinetic

entirgy)exceeds a certain minimum value known as the activation

energy, Es

The situation is illustrated schematically below for a

one-dimensional potential energy surface.

Activated Complex .

IIEnergy 1'o

' htaa rpeet the. frat~ .. ... s bet; eaca

REAC TIOIN COO RD I fv E -rE

The Boltzman energy discribution law states that the probability'
that a molecule possesses energy• '_ . .• i

proportional to Thi•)"° s factor

actually represents the fraction of collisions between reactant

molecules in which reaction products can be formed. That is, to

form products the collidinp, molecules must reach the top of the
potential energy barrier.

Absolute reac~tion rate theory, assumes that the.roaeting

system at the top of the barrier is a molecule - or ^etvated con-

plex - which is in equilibrium with the reactants. The rato at
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which the activated complen decays to products is then equal to

the reaction rate.

The rate of dissociation of a diatomic Qvmplex formed of

1 atom of A and 1 ato.m of B will be studied here.

Suppose the number of combined pairs is NAB, then the rate,

constant for dissociation is

A T

where h is Planck's constant

(P'f.) vib. is the vibrational partition function

kD is the number of dissociations per unit time per unit complex.

Effect of Rotation on k

In deriving eq.(33) it is assumed that the molecule is in

its lowest rotational state. If this is not so, then the effect

on dissociation can be accounted for by adding the rotational poten-

tial to the potential-energy curve.

For the rotational state with quantum number j the rotat-

ional potential is given by,

The addition of this potential to the potential energy curve

(a) shifts the positions of the maximum and minimum slightly

(b) raisos the minimum by

(c) raises the maximum by

Thus F0 + is changed by the difference between these

quantities and so
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~I T
where K2

ror a rotational state j, then, the factor by which the rate ton-

stant will change will be

AA

Now at large distances the attractive force between atoms is pre-

dominantly van der Vaas! s, whose potential varies as

Hence,. the effective potential ener.y at > -y" is

For an atom with radius 2A°,

and it can be shown that

aI.

Forj 3( ), this leads to

A 3R increase in reaction rate is forecast. Even if a j - 10

value was used, the factor only rises to 1.35 - a 35% increase.

To explain the 5-fold increase in flame speed in vortex

cot,i, the reaction rate would have to increase by a factor of 25.

So the enhancement of reaction rate in the presence of

nolecular rotational excitation would anpear to be ruled out as

being responsible for the high flame propagation speed in vortex

cores.
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6. Concluding Remarks

The high flame rropagation speeds observed in vortex rings

formed of premixed combistible gases could be expleined if the heat

transport capability of the gas mixture was -increased sufficiently.

In a gas of molecules with spin, heat transport could occur via

a spin (or entropy) wave mechanism instead of the normal diffusion

process. An internal convection analysis shows that the effective

coefficient of heat conductivity in this case is several orders of

magnitude greater than the normal coefficient. A very high flame

speed would result from this.
This mechanism depends on the vortex core being aomprised of

rotationally excited molecules. Thermodynamic and stability considera-,

tiors suggest that this must be so. Such a core structure has several
implications:

(i) the spin (or rotation) attenuation time in a gas of rotating
molecules must be of the order of a second (the vortex life-time irn

air). The vortex core gas then must have almost zero shear viscosity,

but would have bulk viscosity. Indeed it is frequently assumed that
the ccre is a shear-free region (that it rotates as a solid-body).

This remains to be shown.

(ii) the core will have a small, but finite, maSnetization.
(l)the core pas would be optically anisotropic.

In the area of Air Force technology three complementary project

require to be carried out:
(i) the combustion of vortex rings formed of gaseous oxygen and
entrained atomized liquid fuel. This will increase the energy dansity k

of the flame.

(ii) the repetitive formation of vortex rings and their combustion

a £ frequency of 13 per second should be possible.)

Both of these projects are nacessary steps to establish the
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feasibility of a practical combustion, or light source, based on0 • H

this phenomenon.

(iii) the use of 'lasers to ignite the vortex ring. This could
have a bearing on the use of such a configuration in fusion reaction.

I 1

I
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